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ABSTRACT
Laminar boundary laver heat transfer and shear stress predictions
from existing similarity solutions are extended in an approximate way
to perfect gas flows with a large free-stream velocity gradien: parame-
ter/_ and variable density-viscosity product olx across the boundary
laver resulting from a highly cooled wall. The dimensionless enthalpy
gradient at the wall g',,. to which the heat flux is related, is found not
to vary appreciably with ft. Thus, the application of similarity solutions
on a local basis to predict heat transfer from accelerated flows to an
arbitrary surface may be a reasonable approximation involving a mini- 5_i.,
mum anmunt of calculation time. Unlike g',, the dimensionless velocity c_._
gradient at the wall f_,', to which the shear stress is related, is strongly
dependent on/?. '/_ _',&v
I. INTRODUCTION
In reviewing the vast literature on laminar boundary 'a: 'd at the wall over the range of g,,. from 0 to 2, has
layer heat transfer and shear stress predictions from silni- be pointed out l)'v Probstein (Ref. 3) for highly cooled
larity solutions for perfect gases, one finds an incomplete walE, i.e., g,,. --* 0, by way of an application to stagnation
treatment of large free-strealn velocity gradient effects point heat transfer. Probstein found the heat transfer rate
when the walls are highly cooled. When the ratio of wall for a realistic variation of o/* to be significantly lower
to total enthalpy, _z,,.,does not appreciably differ from than that calculated by using the wall value of p,t. It
unity, similarity solutions like those of Cohen and should be pointed out that limitations apply as well to
, Reshotko (Ref. 1) for a perfect gas with constant density- those solutions of the integral form of the boundary layer
viscosity product 1,/*across the boundary layer and an equations that depend on the similarity solutions in which
assumed Prandtl numher of unity are available. Colv'n the wall values of i)t_were used, e.g., Cohen and Reshotko
_,' and ReshotkCs calculation, in which the Stewartson trans- (Ref. 4) and lleshotko (Ref. 5). A better approximation
:a_ formation was employed, covered fi'ee-stream velocity of tl.o heat transfer rate is from a method employed by
gradients up to that corresponding to infinite flow accel- Lees (Rcf. tJ) who took the group C = o,t/o_t_, = 1 across
eration. Levy (Ref. 2) also obtained closely related simi- the houndary layer and set o,,t_,,. = o_,t, in the heat flux
.{ larity solutions for oft constant across the boundary layer, expression, Lees, who used the combined Levy-Mangler
_. g,,. from 0,6 to 2, Prandtl numbers of 0.7 and i.0, and a transformation, included predicted heat transfer rates for
smaller range of fi'ee-stream w'locity variatiens than values of the free-stream velocity gradient parameter /]
inw'stigated by Cohen and Reshotko. The inadequacy of fi'om 0 to 2 and g,,, from 0 to 1. Whereas for accelerated
Cohen apd Reshotko's predictions, in which ot_was evalu- _,ows over blunt-nosed bodies this range of/_ is usually
i
!
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adequate (e.g., at the stagnation point, fi = 1/..,and 1 for The extension of Lees' appr'_ximate method is accom-
a body of revolutinn and circular cylinder, respectively) plished hy interpolatioos from existing solutions b} Cohen
for internal flows, such as through supersonic nozzles, and Rcshotko from/_ = 2 to Coles' liiniting solutions as
local values of fi can be much larger as will be seen. For fi _ _. The interpolations are made in the representa-
supersonic flows over flat-nosed bodies, local values of 13 tion of Coles' results, so that existing solutions are ioined "
may also exceed 2, e.g., see Kemp et al (Ref. 7). smoothh and both heat transfer and shear stress parame-
ters are obtained. The heat transfer interpolations corn-
In this paper Lees' approximate solution is extended to pare closely with rims", interpolations by Beckwith and
large values of fi by the help of Coles' (Ref. 8) limiting Cohen (Ref. 9). Since Beckwith and Cohen's interpola-
solution as [_--" _. h: su doing note is made of the inter- tions were made differently, they did not obtain the shear
relation of the sinfilarity a'quirements if solutions are to be stress parameter for large values of ft. Finally, the utiliza-
obtained over the entire speed range 0 _< u_/2IIt, <_ 1.0. tion of the similarity solutions in predicting heat transfer
Because the inter:elation requires taking both the Prandtl to arbitrary surfaces is discussed.
number and C equal to unity, suitable corrections are
made to allow application to perfect gases for which vis- The analysis is for pcrfect ga.ies at high temperatures,
cosity is not proportional to temperature and the Prandtl but not exceeding those temperatures at which dissocia-
number is different from unity, tion, ionization or radiation effects become important.
II. SIMILARITY CONSIDERATIONS
For axisvmmetric flow of a perfect gas the laminar boundary layer equations,
in which both the velocity and thermal layer thicknesses are assumed small com-
pared to either the body radius r for an external f.ow or the channel r ,dlus for an
internal flow, are the continuity equation:
(our') + rS
_--T _'J (0t,)= o (1)
with i = 1 for axisymmetric flow; the momentum equation:
_u ?_u _ dp _ ( tt "du_pu--_ + or3;'Y dx + "_!--[\ _Y/ (2)
and the energy equation:
The analysis is applicable to flow over a plane surface if i = 0. As was done by
Lees, the boundary layer equations are transformed from the x, y coordinate
system by the combined Levy-Mangler transformation:
r/= (2@/2 dy ; _ = o_u,r'_ dx (4)J O
r
' I'1
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Assuming that the veloc,_ty and total enthalpy profiles are similar in te_ms of r],
i.e., u/u, = f'(_l), Ht/Hto = g(_/), and that Ht, = tlto = constant, the transformed
momentum and energy equations are:
(C,")' + [-["+/3 ['--_---(,')_i = 0 (5)
-_r g' + f_"+ 2n,o L Tr-- = 0 (8)
where C = pt*/p,p-<and/3 = (2_/u_) (duJd:). The primes denote differentiation
with respect to 7/. The surface is assumed impervious to flow and at a specified
temperature so that the enthalpy at the wall is known. The boundary conditions
are thus:
f(0) = _'(0) = 0 g(0) = gw at 7/= 0
(7)
f(,1)_ t g(n)_ 1 as ,__ _ •
The heat flux to the wall is
(ST) m_ Hto (_) (dg) (Hto-H,)(p,u,)[ r't*, l(pwt_,_( g.'_ I (8)q=k,o-_. = e--; -_7,o _. = e_ eY;;'a _. ,/\TZ_/
The wall shear stress is
= _'°\Ty-y/,o= _,.u°\ _g/,o\ d,;/,¢ "/'. L_3 \ p--p_-_.] " (9)
Similarity solutions are possible if the following requirements are satisf':ed:
(a) g,o = constant -.
(b) either Pr = Pr(_), or a constant and
f
_ -_ O, low speed flow limit
i_ 2Hto
(10)
,_. _t -_
,, t
._ _ -* 1, high speed flow limit
2ttt_
or £r -" 1
(c) C = C(_), or a constant
(d) fl - (f')" is independent of
. 3
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By assuming that these req m'ements are satisfied, the By ohservatioh C is indep__-ndent (if D only if either
solution of the coupled Eq (5) and (6) depends on g,,,.... = 1, i.e., t_-l" or at the low speed flow limit. It thus M
Pr, u_/2tt:,,, C. and /3. Some of these terms, however, appears that to obtain similarity solutions over the entire
are interrelated. To illustrate these relationships, a con- flow speed range, one mr,st take Pr = C -- 1. About all
sequence of requirement Eq. (10d) is that/3 = cormorant, that can be done then is to make corrections that allow
from which the free-stream veloei W distribution must be application of the solutions to gases with 0, and Pr not
of the form u¢ = be _/: with b = constant. The ratio of ki- equal to unity.
netie to total energy th,m is dependent on .L
u: b.,_,3 Flows in the physical plane that correspond to
2Hto 211. /3 = cons, ant are determined from
Thus, if Pr :> 1, si,nilar solutions are only possible for
2_ dt,_ 2_ 1 du<
either of the limiting cases of low and high speed flow /3 ........
as can be see=, in the energy Eq. (6); for intermediate u_ d_ d_ u_ dx
values. _imilarity solutions are not possible since u_/2Hto dx
depends on _ (the obvious exception would be a constant
free-stream velocity flow,/3 = 0). However, it appears i'-
that by assuming Pr = 1, similarity sol;Ttions are possible /
over the entire flow speed rai:ge 0 < u_/2H < 1, since do p_,,d_,.r''j dx
- ,,,- 1 du_
the term in which u_/21it. ' appears in Eq. (6) vanishes. = 2
Though this seems correct, further restrictions are im- t,_#t_u_r'') tt_ dx (12) ¢
posed by the requirement that C = C(,/). This can be
seen by writing The w "iation of the free-stream veloci b" along the st;r-
face is seen to be: dependent on r and p_.u_in a compli-
C - O/z - T_ I_ (___)_°' = (T_/T'"_ _-'° catedway. EvenforaperfectgaswithassumedttaT, forP_/J'_ "T #_" = \T/--_t_ / which '1." ,arC,tic>r, of p_t_ along the surface can be
_,_pr_:'s.:,'d in terms oi the static pressure mad t]ms the
In order to obtain an explicit relation, a perfect gas with fre('-stream velocity, u_ still depends on r. Although a
a constant specific heat and _aT _' is considered, although general solution is not possihle. ',re special eases are
these restrictions would not change the conclusions that considc,ed to indicate the range el _ that need be inves-
follow. By using the relations tigated: 1) Le,./ (Ref. 2), for plane tiaw] = 0, assumed
p_tx_= constant alom, the surfat,' {.:,_ vhich substituting/
H_
k
H T
( _ the wqocity distribution it<. = :;.,' !, Eq. (12) gives
H,--'7= T,---'[= g - (f')'" \ 2-_to ] fi = qm/(,n + 1); 2) for low s'<,,'(..' internal, axisym-
metric, onc-diniensional flow for _'r'_'_2lathe mass flow
and that g = f' = 1 m the free-stream rate is om,,(rr':) the relationship i, " = 2m. To investi- l'
gate the entire flow acceleratie:.,-_:,:;c from m = 0 to o0
u7] "__-o, ;n 'he first ease, the corresp, nl_:',,," : mgc of/3 from 0 to 2
- _ J .rely needs 1o be im, osti_,:,_,<,' '.. !_evy has pointed out,
1 2Hto (11) Iheso c, rro'.;pond to ,he v,_ i,, ,lows treated by Hartree
C = _ u_ (Rcf. 10). llowe_er f,'r ;t:, ': tend case, similarity solu-g
(f)z 2--_f,-- tions ar needed re, a fat<or rrsrange.
4
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III. VARIABLEp/_ IN STAGNATION POINT HEAT TRANSFEP
Before investigating the effect of large/3 the effect of body ef revolution (/3 = 1/.2) and a monatomic gas with
variable C needs to be consider_.'d. To indicate its Pr = '-':',. p = pRT, II = cvT, and viscosity-temperature .
variation for a highly cooled wall, e.g., _z.. = 0.01, the relat:.on IJ,T °' Dye; a range of 0.5 < _ < 1.0 and *
low-speed value ," C at the wall from E, 1. (11) is 0.01 _< a,, <_" 0.8. It is useful to compa-'e these exact
C .... (100)*-% thus for ,,, = 0.;5, C increases from its solations, In the sense that the variation of C acloss the
free-stream value of 1 to 3.2 at the wall. boundary layer was taken into ac,_'ouvt, to approximate
ones in which ,7. is assumed invariable across the bound-
Tt,e effect of C varying across the bovndary layer can ary layer and is evaluated at a reference temperature,
be il,vestigated bv using Bade's (Ref. 11) solutions for a i.e., C = C,. t = T,/t,j:,./T),¢ t. The results in Fig. 1
m
I I I eI I
eb
e.o q] TABLE OF EXACT VALUES OF FROM BADE (REg.11 I
,o_L "
1
I c50 00533 0z745 03075'04,B5
'_,
I
0.148-? I 0.3100 03670 04360
6.0 UO0
11 L 0.4205 0.4298 0.438? 0.4545 i " I
i! J I '5.0 .... i
3.0 \ _ /IF-w = 0 50
¢"_/d I25 _ (0=0.75
_c--_--
L,_:o.r5 l (-'0.5 L(,- 050 J qtC=l
0 [ ,_
., 0 0.1 02 0.5 04 o b 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
Hw Tw
,r '¢e "re
_ Fig. 1. Comparisons of approximate to exact stagnati¢ n point heat _ransfer predictmns (fl = _ = V2)for
a monatomic gas (Pr = 2_) with _c<T°'
"_ Thep'_in6swere determinedfromtheexactvaluesof Bade'Ref. !1) andthecurveswerefaired
.,, throughthe points.All theratiosareequa,to unityfor _: -- t 3.
i
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clearly show the limitat/on of these approximate solu- With a small correction factor which /s essentially
tions for highly cooled walls. Note in particular, the independent o f ..- the predictions for C = I can be
higher predictions with C,_t, i.e., v_, evaluated at the ,,vall adjusted to better agree with the exact val,ses
temperature.
Although the C:., method fails, another method in ._ ( P-/_ y"
which g'/(1 - g._) is determined from a solution with q,N¢: ----\ p,_ / (q)c:l (13)
C = 1 and p,_,_ is taken equal to p,j,, in the heat flux
expression F_x1. (8) dees proside good a_x, ement with
the exact values as seen in Fig. ".by the m_ar-u_'.'ty ratios. Table 1. Comparison of approximate to 6xact stagraalion
This method was employed by Lees (Bef. 6) as an point heat transforpredictions
approximation to the actual case. This approximate
method, however, would not be expected to apply ff the (qb- P'_J"_
arbi_ar) choice of p¢/,_in _, Eq. (4), and il, C were evaiu- V,bb ,.w,,, °,, th, -=to: -' \ P'_'_ /
ated at a reference c_)ndition different from the free- (q).....
stream one. Far a di¢_-'ussion of this point see Fay" and
Riddell (Ref. 19.). The near-unity ratios also/ndicate the _ g. = o.m u- = o.2o g. = 0.40 ] g. = o.8o 1
weak dependence, of the predicted heat tramfer coeffi-
cient h = q/(H, - H,,) from Fat. (8) with H,, = H, on o.5 o.we o._s o.¢¢1 o._e2
the wail to free-stream temperature ratio: as s,_own by the o.75 _.oo4 o._.s4 o.wl o.wl
small variation of the group g/J(1 - g. )r:, tabulated in _.0o Lo Lo Lo Lo
Fig. 1, i.e., for _, = 1.0.
,z l
i w=l.0LO
..._.___.__---------_2.__- _ _
_ ,v TABLE OF EXACT VALUES OF fw' FROM BADE (REF. II )
0.6 i I
ca gw : 0.01 g_.:020 g.=0.40 gw=0.80
I" [_q= _.IN_ 0.50 0.0736 0.3447 0.515" 0.7969
_ 0.4 0. 70 0-1999 0.4649 0.6027 0.8262
1.00 0 5555 0.6503 0.7083 08566
0.2 _ _ I
I
o I I I
o o., oz o._ 0.4 o_ o.s o_ o_ oi_ , o
_., rw
Fig. 2. Camper|sons of approximate to exact stagnation region friction coefficlenI-Roynolds number predictions
(_ = _ -- V=)for a moaatomic gas (Pr -'- _) with _al _
11_ points ,.ere determined from the exact valves of Bode (ROf. 11) and the curves were fain_l through the poi_ts. The distance
x is measured from the stagnation point.
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Table 1 shows the tx)rrespondence to be _ithin 1% at Whereas the heat transfer coefficient is insensitive to wall
_,, = 0.Ol. The same factor is also indicated by the Fay cooli,,g, the m'oup (=lpu') sly t_.r/:, diminishes with
and Riddell (Ref. 121 predi':tions in which the Sutherland ,vail c(u_ling. Thc accuracy of the following approxima-
visca)sitv law was t'.sed, tion is similar to that for tile heat flux shown ill Table 1.
Shown in Fig. 2 to be as nearly a good apl-,r:,.:dmation . __ __ __
as for the heat flux is tile friction coefficient-Reynolds v t, ........ \ P,_, / ,- :
number .ffroup. Predictions with C_,: are not shown since
they exceed the exact values, similar to the heat flo_x. (14)
IV. EFFECTOF LARGE VALUES OF THE FREE-STREAMVELOCITY
GRADIENT PARAMETER
To investigate the effect of large values of ff over the These equations ard bounda W conditions Eq. (7) with
entire flow _peed range, previous considerations require tz',_ = co,stant are in the same form as those solved by
taking C and Pr equal to unity. From the preceding Cohen and Rvshotko _Ref. 1) for # to 2 and by Coles
section a correction for the actual variation of C across (Ref. 8) for 3 --* _. However, in both of these analyses
the boundary layer for low speed flow can be made with the Stewartson transformation was used, so that
: Eq. (13) and (!4.L S_ctly speaking, for higher speed and theil independent variables, like '! and ._,are defined
flows, from Eq. (IlL taking C = 1 implies that ..aT; differently in terms of the flow variables. Cohen and
however, the .:-orrection of Eq. (13) and (14) may still be Reshotko's solutions were obtained by a method of suc-
a fair approximation for actual g_es where t, is not pro- cessive approximations, while Coles used a singular ex-
portional to T, as can be seen in Eq. (11) where C would pansion procedure fn which an inner (near the wall), and
vary less across the boundary layer as u_./2Hto increases, an outer series expansion was required to obtain a uni-
The assumption that Pr = 1 should not impose a serious formly valid soluffon throughout the boundary layer. The
limitation since a correction for the actual Prandtl num- results of the analysis by Coles, in which an approximate
ber can be made, and this is discussed in the following solution of two differential equations (Ref. 8, Eq. 92 and
section. If the specific heat is assumed constavt, then 93) has been improved by an exact solution as described
since the total enthalpy in the free stream is constant, in Appendix A, is shown by the straight lines in Fig. 3 in
the group involving the free-stream velocity gradient in a representation identical to that of Fig. 6 in his paper.
Eq. (5) can be written as Cohen and Reshotko's xalues are shown by the points
through which lines have been drawn.
f_[_--(['f'] =/_[g-(['):] (15) Rather than solve Eq. (16)and (17)for2< if< o0, a
task more difficult to do numerically for large values of
where #, at- approximation of g:,/(1 - g,_), adequate for cal-
culation purposes, may be ained by interpolating
T,, 25 dM, between the values of Cohen _. t Reshotko and those of
' /_ = fl"_-_ = M', d-_ Coles shown in Fig. 3 with a third-order polyncmial
which matches the slope and value of the function at the
With these assumptions, Eq. (5) and (6) become end points; the dashed curves indicate the interpolations.
The error in the interpolation is difficult to determine,
[" + If" + _ [g - (/'):] = 0 (16) but due to the way the solutions are smoothly joined
when plotted in terms of 1/x,/'ff in Fig. 3, it is expected
g" + [g' = 0 (17) to be small; in particular, Beckwith and Cohen's (Ref. 9)
7
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solutions of Eq. (16) and (17) for values of/_ to 4.4 are decelerated flow ones are strongly dependent on /_,
within 0.5_ of the interpolated values. Values of especially near the predicted separation point (note the
g_/(1 - g,_) so obtained are shown in Fig. 4. together different ffscales). The predictiom are also double-ve.h:ed
with Coles" limiting values and the values of Cohen and near separation, the physicat significance of which is
ffp •Reshotko. Ofnotein Fig. 4isthatas/_ _,.,,_/(1- g,_) discussed in Ref, 1. In addition, for decelerated flows
remains finite; however: like Coles' analysis where the over highly cooled walls, the effect of variable C has not
wall heat flux vanishes as 1/'v/'ff, it can be shown that been studied so that the correction in Eq. (13) for an
the heat flux in Eq. (8) also approaches zero as/_ --* _. accelerated flow may not apply. In view of these observa-
In addition, Table 2 includes a few numerical values of tions, one must be careful in applying the predictions to
g'/(1 - g,_) obtained from the interpolation procedure decelerated flows.
shown in Fig. 3. Beckwith and Cohen's interpolated
values of g'j(1 - ,-,_) for g,o = 0 and 1.0 and about The effect of large free-stream velocity gradient on
> 4 are within about 1_ of the values shown in wall shear stress is obtained in an approximate way
Table 2. a'_alogous to the heat flux. Value_ of f',_for 2 < 8 < oo
were obtained by interpolating between the results of
From Fig. 4, the effect of infinite flow acceleration is Coles (Ref. 8) (corrected as in Appendix A) a,d Cohen
seen to increase _,,x,,'[/1 - g,_). bv. 259; above the zero and Reshotko (Ref. 1) with a third-order polynomial in
free-streaha velocity gradient value for a highly cooled powers of I/v/if, as shown by the dashed curves in
wall, g,_ _-- 0; for smaller amounts of wall cooling, the Fig. 5. In particular the interpolations are within 0.1%
effect is larger, of solutions to Eq. (16) and (17) h;, John Klineberg for
values ol _ to 500 and g,_ = 1.0." The values of }c;;are
Cohen and Reshotko (Ref. 1) have also obtained solu- shown for 0 < /_ _< 100 in Fig. 6. Unlike g_,./(1 .- g,,,) ,
tions to Eq. (16) and (17) for flow "leceleiation, _ < 0;
their values of g',J(1 - g,0) are show,: in the inset in °Private communication,John Klineberg, CalfforrJaImtitute ef
Fig. 4. Compared to the accelerated flow values the Technology.
8
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iO01 r l f i I ;" I I
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' ,_-COHEN AND RESHOTKOSOLUTIONS ! { [ i I I
// ' J<__-<2 (REF.I) ! gw=l.O
0 80I_ ---q- ---- l I ' I I -- { I --'-_--_--- i !
/ , _L_. i_,g.,=Io J_ J. -L _l -t ,_
7 i ,-"-'_ I ( 0.6 I ---4-------L------J-------_ /COLES SOLUTIONLIMITING VALUES
o. o /_/. _.l j._..--_- .... T- j '" | q L_,_, AS _--_ Qo(REF.8) (CORRECTED
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---INTERPOLATED CURVE
2<_'-(I) FROM FIG.3
o 30 i i 1 I I
0 _0 zo 30 40 ,50 60 to 80 90 _00 .0 _20 _30 _40 LSO
: FREE-STREAMVELOCITYGRADIENTPARAMETER,
; Fig. 4. Variation of the heat transfer parameter g_/(! -- g,,.) with _and g, for Pr = 1 and C = |
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Table 2. Interpolation procedure results
f,, 9_ f,,
-- 1 -- g_ ! -- g_ 1 -- gr i -- g_
g r = 0 g, = 0.2 g, = 0.6 g, = 1.0
O" 0. 4_ 96 ,,.4696 0.4696 0.4696 0.4696 0.4696 0.4696 0.4696
0,5" 0.4948 0.5806 0.5038 0.6547 0.5225 0.7947 0.5395 0.9277
1.0 ................. 0.5715 1.2326
] ,5' -- -- 0.5326 0.8689 - --
2' 0.5203 0.7381 0.5414 0.9480 0.5760 1.3329 0.6064 1.687G
3 0.530 - - 0.556 1.076 0.598 1.577 0.631 2.042
4 0.537 -- - 0.565 1.188 0.612 1.784 0.647 2.346
5 0.542 -- - 0.572 1.273 0.623 1.967 0.660 2.614
9 0.553 ---- 0.590 1.557 0.649 2.564 0.689 3.486
1_ 0.561 _ 0.60,_ 1.918 0.669 3.348 0.713 4.635
25 0.567 --- 0.615 2.274 0.683 4,133 0.729 I 5.786
m
36 0.570 -- 0.622 2.632 0.692 4.919 0.740 I 6.937
49 C.5/3 --- 0.627 2.976 0.699 5.706 G.748 J 8 089
I
64 0.575 - -- 0.631 3.325 0,703 6.492 0,753 9.244
100 0.578 - - 0.636 4.021 0.711 8.065 0.762 11.55
c_h 0.5901 -- 0.6590 c,o 0.7408 oe 0.7979 co
=Cohen and Reshotho'svalues (Ref. 1).
bCales' values (Ref. 8) corrected as in Appendix A.
.._,=to follows directly fr_m Coles' solution as shown in Fig. 512
------"l _ where f_'/,v/ffremains finite as 1/N/if---)0, i.e., as ,'ff---) oo.
t | -'__ °6 H°wever' alth°ngh ''_ --) °c a:_ _ _ _:' it can be sh°wn
,o _°I" I- I _o.z from Coles' analvsi_, that the wall shear stre_s is finite.
I_J__-_'_-'_ _ _ Of note in Figs. 5 and 6 is that values are shown for
-a'/_"/" l _:_ = 0.2, 0.6, and 1.0. Coles did not include values
i=_ o_ | /-" _"" t _ for,g _ = 0 since as 0, but-" -_,1 d(f,_ /'_/_)/d(1/k/ff) B --) o_, [,, /V/ff the slope
" . ---, co. An attempt was made to
AI1"10 SOLUTIONsCOHENAND oR SHOTKO-.</_-.<2 [REF• I} obtain f_ for a small value of g,,. = 0.01; however, it led
04 7 _ "-'_'_-INTERPOLATEDCURVEZ</_-_'--" to an unrealistic polynomial approximation as a result
COLESUMmNaSOLUTIONAS of the large slope of Coles' prediction relative to that of
oz ...... 1 J /_(O (REF. 8)(CORRECTED AS Cohen and Rcshotko for a small value of g,,iN APPENO_X AJ' --
O 02 04 06 OB I.O 12 14 16
dependent on/_. Even fo;' g,,. = 0.20, where the variation
of f," with _ is least, there is about a five-fold increase in
Fig. 5. Interpolation of wall friction parameter [,;'.at _ = 20 above the zero free-stream velocity gradient
f;;/V/fffor 2 < if< co, Pr = 1, C = 1 value.
IO
|= . i m m
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Fifd.6. Variation of dimensionless velocity gradient at the wall, f_, with/_and g,_for Pr = 1 and C = 1
Values of [,'_ for de':.elerated flow to separation from The remarks made previously with regard tc '.he calcu-
i Cohen and Reshotko (Ref. 1) are included in the inset latioe of the heat _ansfer apply as well to the wall shear
-.'. in Fig. 6. stress fo_ _ < 0.
I
I
i
l
. ilU ,,. ii hill if I i r ii I I I'.
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V. HEAT TRANSFERAND WALl. FRICTION SPECIFICATICN
i
Having treated separately the effects of variable C and/3, the combined results
from Eq. (8) (wi_h Pr = i and o,,.t'.,,.= p,t_,) and the correction of Eq. (13), the
approximation of the heat flax to the wall is
"Ibis relation can be cast in a familiar form by introducing a length _ defined by
f]: pel_euer2s dx
dO
= = (19)
p_lteUerzj pel_eUer2j
Th,_n the Stanton number becomes
q = _1 gw _P'_I_'* _ Pr -2/_ _zO)
St = (tI,w - H,_)o_u, _ \ O_t_,I \ t_, /
..4
"Iqae group g'/(1 - g,_) is determined from Fig. 4 for values of _ and g,.. The
: prediction in either Eq. (18) or (20) was corrected for a Prandtl number other than
unity by multiplying by the factor Pr -_/a, indicated by the low speed fiat plate
: flow solution of Pohlhausen _Ref. 10) (other factors have been found, e.g., Fay
; and Riddell (Ref. 12) give Pr-°._). Even for the high speed flow limit this correc-
tion is in good agreement with the similarity predictions of Gross and Dewey
(Ref. 13) for variable p,_ and values of/_ from 0 to 1.0, when the wall is highly ,,
cooled. The separate Prandtl number correction is also supported by the simi-
larity predictions of Kemp et al. (Ref. 7) for variable o_ and values of/3 from
_:' 0 to 2.0 which indicate that at a given Prandtl number (0.71 in their analysis) for ,
highly cooled walls, the group g'j(1 - g,,.) was only slightly affected by values
of u_e/2Hto ranging to 3/4, and mainly affected by/3.
To be consistent with the Prandtl number correction the enthalpy difference
(Hto - H,_) has been replaced by the difference between the adiabatic wall and
wall enthalpies (H,,, - H,o). For highly cooled walls, where the wall temperature
is much lower than the adiabatic wall temperature, the difference between these
.., driving potentials is small. The adiabatic, wall enthalpy can be calculated from
_t H,_ - H_
R = = 1"?/'_ (21)
_" It,0 - H,
a. ..... _ 12
i111 ii ii_11 i i i i i ii i i
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-i Kemp et al (Ref. 7) found this recovery factor R depen- The inch_sion of values of g_,/(l - g,,.) in Fig. 4 for ,
- dence on x,andtl number to be valid for high speed _,, = 1 thus allows interpolation for intermediate values
tlows with p_ variable for values of fl = 0 and ½. of _,,. less than _,:,,.
By combining the results from Eq (9) with P,_./*w= pep.,
Although these latter considerations have been directed and the correction of Eq. (14), the approximation of the
towards highly cooled walls, either of the relations Eq. friction coefficient is
(18) or (20) should provide a good approximation for wall
cooling over the range of _,_ from 0 to that corresponding ,, 0_:
to _he adiabatic wall condition, ct r [,,(P,,,%._ (o_u_'_l-_/=.... (23)
H_,_ u: "
_-- _ (22) From Fig. 6, f,, can be determined for values of /3
; g, to = Hto = 1 - (1 - R) 2Hto and g,.
5
Vl. APPLICATION OF SIMILARITY SOLUTIONS
i In predicting heat transfer from laminary boundary lay- this small variatian in g,;, selected an average value of
,," - - ) = 0.50 for which reasonably good agree-; ers to arbitrary surfaces_ free-stream and boundary con- _,,,./(1 __,,.
i ditions usually are such _hat requirements Eq. (10) for ment was found by Kemp et al. (Ref. 7) by comparison
i similarity solutions are not satisfied. Of these require- to their heat transfer measurements on the front side of
i merits only a constant wall enthalpy can be nearly bhmt-nosed bodies in supersonic flow.
realized in practice by wall cooling. One must then resort
to solutions of the integral form of the boundary layer
• equations, finite difference numerical techniques or other For internal flows, however, values of/_ can be quite
methods (e,g., Hayes and Probstein, Ref. 14). Alterna- large. To indicate the magnitude and variation of fl
• tively, the approximation of !ocal similarity can be em- for supersonic nozzle flow, values are shown in Fig. 7 for
circular-arc-throat conical nozzles. It is seen that values
ployed and known similarity solutions utilized. In the local
f similarity method the boundary layer profiles at a posi- of/3 vary greatly through the nozzle and reach values as
tion along the surface are assumed identical to the similar large as 20 near the throat. If the nozzle wall is highly
cooled, ..".,,,:='-"0, then the variation of g_ from Fig. 4 overprofiles which would exist for the local free-stream ccn-
dition. To justify this method the free-stream conditions the range of 6 < /_ < 20 is less than 15%. Details of the
, should vary slowly along the surface, or.if these variations calculation of/_ for o_,e-dimensional isentropie flow and
are not small, the dimensionless el:thalpy gradient at the its dependence on nozzle configuration are _ven
_ wall, to which the wall heat flux is related, should be Appendix B, Though deviations from one-dimensional
_' rather insensitive to the free-stream "velocity gradient flow, especially in the throat region, have been found '
._ parameterl_, experimentally in circular-arc-throat conical nozzles
'_ (Ref. 15), the influence on ,,' would be small because of :
': The criterion that the variation of g' along the surface the weak dependence on /_ when/3 is large, as can be
be small compared ._o g'. itself is usually satisfied for seen in Fig. 4.
" flows over blunt-nosed bodies since values of/_ are not
large. Kemp et al. (Ref. 7), by considering the nonsimilar The previous example illustrates a flow in which/_ is
terms that would appear on the right side of Eq. (5) and large; in fact, the analysis of this report was motivated
(6) if the distributions f' and g also depend on _, express by interest in predicting heat transfer from a laminar
;;_ this as2_d(g_JPr)/d_ << g_,,/Pr. Lees (Ref. 6), noting boundary layer to a cooled supersonic nozzle wall. :
1965019535-018
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20 T ---
,5}-----/--r;: 0.9"t5in. I I --,,'F--_ -- _ (24)
I /-- "I IxNOZZLE CONTOUR II _ a_ ag,=
-%
OLq: ______ L_- _, ,_ __,__ The new variable _ is identical to that in the combined
r:h=030 in Levy-Mangler transformation Eq. (4) and ¢/is the stream
//--NOZZLECONTOUR I function. From the solution
= ,o__28./ ____._+. _ ,I , ' l_. 05 ,'c= 60in, 5 ° --4-----------_
,=O.ISin. g = 1 -- (1 -- g,,,) erfc (25)
'_ I /--THROAT_
20 [ ' ' the heat flux to the wall, assumed isothermal down-
.= ! ,'-
d stream of where cooling begins (_ = 0), is identical to
that from the similarity solution of Eq. (8) except _hat
2"V/_,v = 0.7979 replaces g_,./(1 - g,,.). The constant
•_ 0.7979 is the penalty, fol neglecting the actual velocity
distribution and how it varies mainly with free-stream
_- velocity gradient and wall cooling. As noted, _ is related
to the cooled length, i.e., _ = 0 at the location x = 0
where cooling begins.
.=
._---"_ ] It is well known for low-speed, constant property flow
to o 2 3 4 5 6 over a fiat plate that the heat flux predicted by assum-
,, AXIALDISTANCEFROMNOZZLEINLET,in ing slug flow exceeds the actual value by the ratio
(1/vr_,_)/q.332 = 1.70 for Pr - 1 (e.g., see Eckert and
Fig. 7. Variation of free-stream velocity gradient Drake, Ref. 17, p. 299). With flow acceleration the
parameter/_with axial distance for two nozzles velocity distribution becomes steeper near the wall (e.g,
see the Hartree wedge flows, Ref. 10) so that the slug
flow approximation becomes more realistic, as indicated
by the value 0.7979 compared to those values of
Though similarity requirements are generally not satis- g',J(1 - g,,) shown in Fig. 4 for large values of /_. In
fled for nozzle flow, the less than 15% vzriation of g' fact, Coles (Ref. 8) in treating the case where _ --, oo
in particular for the nozzles shown in Fig. 7 may still found that the ratio of thermal to velocity layer thickness
not be large enough to invalidate the use of similarity is of order _ For such a situation the shag flow approx-
solutions on a local basis to predict the wall heat flux imation becomes very good, and this undoubtedly leads
[for special nozzle shapes the solutions of Coles (Ref. 8) to the general corresrgondenee between it and Coles' solu-
and Lam (Ref. 16) are available]. An appraisal of the tion as/_ _ oo; for ,, = 1.0, the solutions are identical.
approximate method which involves a minimum amount Since wall cooling redv, ces the steepness of the velocity
of calculation time, rests in comparison with experimental distribution near the wall, the slug flow approximation
results, becomes worse; this trend is also observable in Fig. 4.
In comparison with experimental results an important
consideration in the application of the similarity solutions Unlike g' in the heat flux expression, the dimension-
is where the prediction is started. Some insight on this, as less velocity gradient at the wall f", to which the wall
well as supporting the direct application of the similarity shear stress is related, is strongly dependent on _. Thus,
solutions, is provided by a solution of the energy equa- the local similarity method does not appear to be appli-
tion in the von Mises form, simplified by the slug flow cable in predicting the wall shear stress unless, for the
approximation, i.e., the local velocity is taken at its free- particular range cf _ of interest, the predicted variation
stream value. For er = I and C = 1 the energy Eq. (3) is of f", is small.
14
i •
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
Laminar boundary layer heat transfer and wall shear demonstrated by Lees for lower fi flows, may be a
stress predictions from similarity 5,'utions have b,.*en reasonable approximation over a larger range of /3 for
obtained in an approximate way over a large range of accelerated flows, like these attainable in supersonic
values of the free-stream velocity gradient parameter ff noz:,Jes. In this regard comparisons to experimental results
and wall cooling. The solutions indicate that the appli- are needed. The local similarit) method, however, does
cation of the similarity solutions on ,_ local h_sis to pre- not appear to be applicable in predicting the wall shear
diet heat transfer to arbitrary surfaces, as has been stress, except for flows where the variation of/_ is small.
!
NOMENCLATURE
C dimensionless function, p._/pet_e U, V components of velocity parallel and normal to wall
ct friction coefficient, ct/2 = r/oeu_ x distance along wall
cp specific heat at constant pressure _ length defined in Eq. (19)
/c, dimensionless velocity, u/u y distance normal to wall
_' gradient at wall /3 free-stream velocity gradient parameter,
g dimensionless total enthalpy, tt t/Hto (2_/u_) (du_/d_)
,,' gradient at wall /_ free-stream velocity gradient parameter,/"nip
H static enthalpy /3(Tto/T_)
Ht stagaation enthalpy, H + u2/2 _, specific heat ratio
k thermal conductivity ,/ dimensionless coordinate normal to wall, Eq. (4)
_: M Mach number /_ viscosity t.r
?
rh mass flow rate _ coordinate along wall, Eq. (4)
'! p static pressure p density
::
Pr Prandtl number r wall shear stress
;_ _ stream function
_) q heat flux to wall "-
r body or channel rr.dius _0 exponent of viscosity-temperature relation
r¢ nozzle throat radius of curvature
) Subscripts
._ rth nozzle throat radius
R gas constant or recovery factor _ adiabatic wall condition
._ St Stanton number , conditions at free-stream edge of boundary layer
T static temperature _ reservoir condition
; Tt stagna'L., temperature _ wall condition
i 1B
, i
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APPENDIX A
SOLUTIONS FOR /_---" __;
In the limiting case as fl ---> oz, Coles' (Ref. 8) wall h + 1 - ([i.): = 0 or f_, = "v/_,, + 1 (A-3)
nea_ transfer and shear stress parameters are specified in
terms of his zero-order functions go, ha and [o h_ + f,. h',, = 0 (A-4)
I'(0) 1 hi_(O) and boundary conditions
II,_ _ H,_
(A-l) [,.(0) = 0. ['(0) = _,,)-' or h,((,) = tZ_.- 1
1 (A-5)
G"(O)= <7<0)+ £;<0) [7,(:,. = 1. h,,(-.z) = 0
In our nomenclature these parameters are Shown m Table A-1 are values _,./(1 - _,,.,") and f", (0)
obtained from Coles' approximate solution of Eq. (A-3)
1'(0) 1 g:" and (A-4) with boundary conditions Eq. (A-5) (note that
-- __ p
H,,. X/ff 1- g, h_,(O) = g,,.). Also shown in Table A-1 are exact so!.u- __
tions of these equations obtained by Beckwith and Cohen
and (Ref. 9) for g,,. = 0, 1/2 and 1 and, by us for intermediate
values of g,,. = 0.2, 0.6, and 0.8, as well as for g_, = 0
['," and 1/2. An exact solution is possible for g,_ = i.0 for
G"(0) "- _j,; which
also H,,. = g,,, - 1. __''_ _ = 9.7979
-1 - g,,. =
An exact solution for go was obtained by Coles from
which Our calculations were mzdc on an IBM 7094 computer
by numerical integration with a variant of the Gill Modi-
fication (Ref. 18) of fourth-order Runge-Kutta used; the,,"[0 "1-_" gw 3/4 (A-2) step size was aXr/ 0.0005. By comparison in Table A-l,,'-, n k l
Coles' approximate solution yields values vf ;,' Itl - g,,._
The remaining two functions ha and fo satisfy the differ- and f'_,(0) which are larger than the exact values as g,,
ential equations decreases.
Table A.1. Resultsas fl--_ _
Coles' approximate Exact Beckwithand Cohen Coles' approximate Exact _
solution (Rcf. 8) solution (Ref. 9) solution (Ref. 8) solution
g- J
g.'l(; - g..) f,,"(o}
0 0.6.52 0.5901 0,58928 oo oo
0.2 0,695 0.6590 ---- 0.624 0.5894
0.$ 0.741 0.7234 0,72302 0.262 0.2558
0,6 0.754 0.7408 - - O.195 O.1913
0.8 0.777 0.7717 -- 0,0870 0.0863
1.0 0.7979 0,7979 0,7979 0 0
16
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APPENDIX B
i
CALCULATION OF /_ FOR AXISYMMETRIC NOZZLE FLOW
For o_,e-dimensional isentropic flow tile exp,.'ssion for is indeterminate at the throat where Me = 1, dr/dx = 0;
/_fromEq. (15)is however, by expanding r/r,, and ,'_I_ in Taylor series
about the throat, the following throat expression is
_ ob_';ned
4 dr i,,.dx
 B-3)
dx LI 2(3, + 1) r_.
• (B-l)
t
, The first factor in Eq. (B-I) is tile _amiliar relation oh- where r,_, is tl:e throat radius and r,, the throat radius of _
curvature. By lsingtained from the combined continuitw and momentum
equations and the second factor was obtained from
! Eq. (4) for one-dimensior.al flow. T,o _ ;. + 1 :
(T_),,, "2
f;;! _. = __;z t_dx (B-2) and Eq. (B-3} the throat value is;T b •
The calculations shown in Fig. 7 were initiated at the Xth
: nozzle inlet (i.e., _ = 0, fi" = 0) with x the distance along fl'th = _,"2/_r + l) rth (B-4)
: the nozzle wall. The viscosit3,-temp.,---ature relation was --_-,v_-
taken as paT" ''_ and the specific heat ratio, y = 5/3. rt_,
Since/_ is a maximum near the throat, the throat value wLere Xth is an effective leng_ to the nozzle throat, and
rio, is of particular interest. The quantity is given by the second factor in Eq. (B-I). From Eq.
(B-4), _th is seen to increase with small r./rth and large
dr ._h/ro,. Thus values of fl_h shown in Fig. 7 are nearly
dx equal, since _,_/rth is about the same for the two nozzles
1 - M/-' which have identical values of r_/rt_.
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